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C Y CL O P Æ DI A

OF

BIBLICAL, THEOLOGICAL, AND ECCLESIASTICAL LITERATURE.

SU.

Suada, the Roman personification of persuasion ; Suʼba (Lovßác v. r. Labin ), a name given only in

the Greek Peitho. the Apocrypha ( 1 Esdr. V , 34) among the sons of Solo

Suadēla, the diminutive of SUADA (9. v.) .
mon's servants who returned with Zerubbabel from the

Captivity ; but not found in the parallel Hebrew lists

Su’äh (Heb. 1790, Su'ach, sweeping [ Gesen . ], or rich- (Ezra ii,35-37 ;Neb. vii, 37-39 ).

es [ Fürst ] ; Sept. Sové ) , first named of theeleven 6 sons"
Su'baï (Eubai), a Græcized form ( 1 Esdr. v, 30) of

of Zophah an Asherite (1 Chron . vii , 36) . B.C. appar- the SHALMAI( q. v.) of the Hebrew lists (Ezra ii, 46 ;

ently cir . 1020 . Neh. vii , 48).

Suarès (or Suarez ), JOSEPH MARIE, a French
Subarrhation, a term denoting the delivery by

prelate and antiquarian, was born July 5, 1599, atAvi- the bridegroom to the bride of thering and other gifts

gnon, and educated at his native place. Having em- at the time, and during the act, ofmarriage.

braced the ecclesiastical state, he became the coadju

tor of his uncle Francisco Suarez (q. v.) as provost of
Subcanon, an inferior or minor canon (q. v.).

the cathedral, and afterwards went to Rome, where car Subchancellor, or Scribe. The notary of Ital

dinal Barberini gave him charge of his library. Hav- ian cathedrals is the chancellor's vicar, called also reg

ing received several additional honors, he was at length istrar or matricular, andat St. Paul's, in 1280, designated

promoted by Urban VIII, in 1633, to the bishopric of as scriptor librorum . He acted as assistant secretary,

Vaison , in which capacity he attacked Calvinism ; but librarian, lecturer in theology and law , and teacher of

he finally resigned in favor of his brother Charles, and reading.

retired to Rome, where he died, Dec. 7, 1677. His an Subchanter, or Succentor, the deputy of the

tiquarian writings are enumerated in Hoefer, Nouv. precentor, the principal among the vicars in choir.

Biog. Générale, s. v.
The precentor sat on the right-hand side of the choir,

His brother Charles JOSEPH, born at Avignon in and the succentor on the left. His office was usually

1618, became priest in 1641, succeeded to the bishopric the gift of the chapter ; occasionally, however, he was

of Vaison in 1666, and died there Nov. 7, 1670. nominated by the precentor. There were two kinds of

A nephew of both the preceding, Louis ALPHONSE, subchanters : 1. The succentor of canons, or succentor

born June 6, 1642, at Avignon, studied theology at the major ( first mentioned in the 11th century), at York,

Seminary of St. Sulpice, succeeded his uncle as bishop Bayeux, Paris, Amiens, Glasgow , Châlons, Girgenti,

of Vaison in 1671, held a synod there in 1673, and died wells, and Salisbury, acted as precentor's deputy with

March 13, 1685, near Sorgues, in Vaucluse .
regard to the canons; he ranks after the subdean , and

A nephew of the last preceding, Louis MARIE, was the office was given by the diocesan. At Amiens he in

bishop of Acqs (now Dax) in 1736, and died April 17, stalls canons in the lower stalls; at Rouen he holds a

1785.
prebend and regulates processions ; he is often called

Suarez, FRANCISCO, a Spanish Jesuit, born at Gra- préchantre in distinction from the grand chantre. 2.

nada, Jan. 5, 1548, was a professor of reputation at Al- A vicar, deputy, and assistant precentor. At Seville

cala , at Salamanca, and at Rome. He was afterwards and Placentia and in England he tabled the ministers

invited to Coimbra, Portugal, where he became the for service; at Chichester and Hereford ' he chastised

principal professor of divinity. He died at Lisbon, the boys, and ordinarily his duties were confined to or

Sept. 25, 1617. He was an author of the most volu- dering processions, delating offenders, and general su

minous kind, and the Jesuits consider him the greatest pervision of the lower choir : he could not correct a

and best scholastic divine that their order has produced. canon. His office appears at Chichester and St. Da

See his writings in Hoefer, Nouv. Biog, Générale, s. v. vid's in the 13th century ; he corresponds to the pre

He is the principal author of the system of congruism , centor of the new foundations. At Lichfield and St.

which is at bottom only that of Molina. Father Noël, David's the subchanter is head of the Vicar's Col

a French Jesuit,made an abridgment of the works lege.

of this commentator (Geneva, 1732, fol.). There is a Subdeacon . The ancient Christian Church had

Life of him by Antony Deschamps (Perpignan, 1671, but two classes of officers, the presidents, a polotájevou,

4to ). ποιμένες , ηγούμενοι , also επίσκοποι , πρεσβύτεροι , and

Suayambhu, in Hindû mythology, was the son of the servants, diákovoi; the former being charged with

Bramah and ancestor of the human race. His daugh- functions within the field of worship, while the latter

ter Devagdhi was married to Kartama, one of the great were employed in administering the charities of the

progenitors, and bore nine daughters, who became the Church . In time, the episcopacy was developed out of

wives of the nine remaining progenitors. By Satarupa, the presbyterate, and the subdiaconate from the diac

the daughter of Bramah, Suayambhu became the fa - onate. The latter was always regarded by the Church

ther of five other children,whose offspring contributed as of human invention , and as having been introduced

towards the extension of the human family.- Vollmer, utilitatis causa” (see Morinus, Comm. de S. Eccles. Or.

Wörterb. d . Mythol. s . v. dinat. Ecercitat. xi , 1 ). Its introduction was, more

X.-A
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events must be included in the plan, and each must | This doctrine Calvinists have always maintained, and

form a constituent part thereof. To suppose anything they have never held any other doctrines which , in their

contingent upon the human will is to take that thing belief, were inconsistent with this fundamental doctrine

from the purview of the divine sovereignty, subject it to of human freedom .

human caprice, to uncertainty, to chance. Therefore In former times Calvinistic theologians, while main

nothing can be possible which is different from what is. taining the freedom ofman as a responsible moral agent ,

All the strength of this argument lies in one or the have generally felt impelled to set over against the fact

other, or both , of two conceptions. One of these con- of freedom the equally certain facts of man's moral de

ceptions is that a perfect government implies an abso- pravity, and consequent voluntary aversion and moral

lute control, a determining efficiency ; the other is that inability to fulfill those obligations which spring out of

contingency is the equivalent of uncertainty, no cause, our relation to God . This has been sharply emphasized

chance. The one conception is that the divine sover- in opposition to Pelagian error. But more recently , in

eignty cannotbe complete andperfect unless all that is consequence of the prevalenceof pantheistic and mate

not God be reduced to the condition of machinery. The rialistic modes ofthought, which are alike fatalistie ,

antagonist of this idea is the conception of a govern- Calvinists generally have been impelled to unite with

ment of beings endowed with alternative powers. The their Wesleyan brethren in emphasizing the rational

idea that a contingency is an uncertainty is antagonized and moral self-determining power of the human soul

by the conception that contingency and certainty may which they had always held. This primary truth is

both be predicated of the same event ; it may be cer- the only and the efficient solvent alike of materialism

tain that a thing will be, and yet, at the same time, be and of pantheism in all their forms. It is the citadel

possible that it may not be. These antagonizing con- of faith , the last tenable stronghold in defence of super

ceptions are ultimate ; and two parties, the one enter- natural religion. We therefore not only hold to the

taining one and the other the other, must forever be at freedom of the human soul in willing sincerely and in

variance. Controversy closes, the one party affirming good faith, but we regard it as fundamental and essen

and the other denying. IfGod cannot know how his tial, the truth of all others to be held aloft and vindi

creatures will conduct themselves when endowed with cated at the present day.

alternative power, when left to determine their conduct That Calvinistic theologians as a class have always

by their own free will ; if he cannot govern the world maintained the freedom of the human soul as the sole

when much of its history is within the power of his cause of its own volitions is so conspicuously true that

creatures, when much that is, is determined and enacted such impartial, learned , and able critics as Sir William

by the free volitions ofmen ,then freedomism must quit Hamilton ( Discussions, Appendix I , A ; and note on p.

the field , and, as we see it , fatalism is triumphant. There 402 of collected Works of Dugald Stewart), Dugald Stew

are innumerable possibilities which never becomeactu- art (Dissertation on the Progress of Philosophy), and Sir

al ; if the actual be the measure of the possible, then James Mackintosh (Note O to his Preliminary Disser

fate governs all things. tution ) have affirmed that the doctrine of the will main

III. Literature. — Arminius, Works ( Auburn, N. Y. tained by Jonathan Edwards is irreconcilably incon

1853, 3 vols. 8vo ), i , 252 ; ii, 472 ; Wesley, Works (N. Y. sistent with the doctrines of Augustine and Calvin, and

ed . ), ii , 69, 404, 460 ; v, 39 : vi , 41 , 49, 127 , 584 ; vii , 97 ; the system they taught . In direct contradiction to this

Fletcher, Works (ibid. ), i , 90 sq ., 322, 502; ii , 227, etc .; opinion , Edwards and Chalmers have held that the par

Watson, Theological Institutes (ibid.), ii , 435 sq .; Fisk , ticular theory of liberty which they maintained—which

Culvinistie: Controversy ( ibid. 1835) , p. 129 sq .; Bledsoe, has been absurdly misrepresented by its title of“ philo

Examination of Edwards (Phila. 1845 ) ; Whedon , Free- sophical necessity"-is essential to the logical defence of

dom of the Will ( N. Y. 1864) ; Raymond, Systematic The- the Calvinistic system . PrincipalWilliam Cunningham,

ology (Cincinnati, 1877), ii,140 sq .;Pope, Christian The- in his article “Calvinism and the Doctrine of Philosoph

ology (Lond. and N. Y. 1879 sq. ), ii, 363 sq. A very mod- ical Necessity," in his Reformers and the Theology of the

erately Calvinistic, but not strictly Arminian, view of Reformation,has incontrovertibly proved that both these

the will may be found in the Baptist Review , 1880, p. 527 opposite opinions, as to the relation of the Calvinistic

sq . See ARMINIANISM ; THEOLOGY (NEW ENGLAND ); system of theology to special theories of the freedom of

WESLEYANISM . (M. R.) the will, are false ; and that neither the theory taught

WILL, CALVINISTIC DOCTRINE OF THE. It is obvi- by Edwards, nor the theory of self-determination taught

ous that consistent Calvinists and Pelagians cannot hold byEvangelical Arminians, or any other theory of the

the same theory as to the nature, conditions, and ex- will which canbe consistently held by Wesleyans,is

tent of the freedom of man in willing. It is no less excluded by the logic of Calvinism .

certain that Evangelical Calvinists can , in perfect logi- the essence offree -will involvesan absolutely uncondi
II . Opposition to Pelagianism.- Pelagians hold that

cal consistency with their system of faith , hold any t
he

ory of human freedom which is open to evangelicalAr- tioned power of choice between good and evil, and that

minians in consistency with the logic of their system .
this power is inalienable from human nature and essen

I. Freedom of the Will.— It has alwaysbeen part of tial to responsible agency ; that the moral agency of

the religious faith of Calvinists that man is a free re- his moralagency at any other moment, but that he
a man at any one moment cannot determine nor limit

sponsible agent . The various methods of philosophi
cally accounting for the fact of freedom , and the relation must possess, whatever his conduct, throughout his en

of the will to the other faculties ofthe soul, and of its tire existence, full ability to will and to do all that God

freedom to the revealed doctrines of sin and grace, are
has any right to require of him ; that moral character ,

elements of philosophy and not of theology. The West- whether good or bad, can be rationally predicated only

minster Confession ofFaith represents all other Calvinis- of actsof the will,and not of any permanent states of

the will or of the affections. Hence Pelagians deny - 1.
tic standards in asserting as follows :

That Adam was created with a holy character ante

Ch. iii, $ 1 . God has “ nuchangeably ordained whatso - cedent to his own morally unbiassed action . 2. They
ever comes to pass ; yet so as thereby neither is God the
author ofsin , nor is violence offered to the will of the deny that Adam was the representative head of the bu

creatures, nor is the liberty or contingency of second man race, and that, in consequence of his apostasy , his
causes taken away , but rather established . ”

own nature or that of his posterity became morally de
Ch . v, $ 2. " Although, in relation to the foreknowledge

and decree ofGod, thetirst cause, all things come to pass praved. 3. They deny that man's will is ever morally

immutably, yet, by the same providence, he ordereth them impotent, or unable to meet all the obligations resting

to fall out according to the nature of second causes, either upon him . 4. That the will of sinful man is dependent

necessarily, freely , or contingently."
Ch. ix,11."God hath endued the will of man with that upon supernatural assistance, or that it can be effectual.

natural liberty, that it is neitherforced nor by any abso- ? y influenced by such grace without prejudice to iis

luie necessity of nature determined to good or evil. " freedom or responsibility. 5. Socinians, the only con
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sistent Pelagians, hold that certainty is absolutely in- | and neither involves anything else. Watson says “ the

consistent with liberty , and that, consequently, God can- great fallacy in the argument, that the certain prescience

not foreknow the future free acts of men, or other con- of a moral action destroys its contingency, lies in sup

tingent events. posing that contingency and certainty are the opposite

Calvinists are, of course , prevented by their religious of each other.” Anti-Calvinists commonly understand

faith from agreeing with the above positions of the Pe- that divine foreordination necessarily includes the de

lagians as to the couditions of free agency. They hold termination upon the part of God efficiently to bring to

that man was created with a positive holy character, pass the things foreordained. But all events are effects

yet able to obey or disobey. That man's moral nature either of necessary or of free causes. Foreordination of

has been since the fall totally corrupt, indisposed and the effects of necessary causes, of course, does involve a

disabled to obey God's holy law. That the influence putting-forth of dirine efficiency to bring them to pass

of divine grace, prevenientand co -operative, exercised either immediately or mediately. But the foreordina

in regeneration and sanctification , instead of limiting tion of the effects of free causes, such as the volitions of

the liberty of the human will, re -establishes and rein- free agents, of course ,does not involve upon the part of

vigorates it. God any purpose of putting forth efficiency to bring the

III. Ability and Liberty . — Hence Augustinians have foreordained volition to pass, except that involved in

sharply emphasized the distinction between liberty , the bringing the free agent into existence whom he foresaw

inalienable property of the human soul as a free rational would freely execute the volition in question ; and in

moral agent, and ability, i. e. the power to will and do giving him power, either naturalor gracious, to execute

up to the full measure of our responsibility ; or the power it. God eternally saw in idea all possible free agents,

to will in a manner contrary to the prevailing moral under all possible conditions,and all the volitions which

state of the soul itself ; or the power,by a mere volition, they would freely exercise under all those conditions,

to change that prevalent moral state . The same dis- if they were so created and conditioned . This knowl

tinction is signalized, by German philosophical theolo- edge (scientia simplicis intelligentiæ ) precedes and con

gians, by the termsFormule Freiheit, or ability , and ditions all foreordination. He then sovereignly chose

Reale Freiheit, or liberty. The neglect of this distinc- out of the possible the entire system of things he de

tion has led to much confusion . Augustine, Luther, sired to make actually future, and by this choice he

and many ofthe older Augustinian theologians, in terms made the futurition of all things certain. This foreor

denied liberty, when they really meant only to deny to dination precedes and conditions his foreknowledge of

men moral ability to obey the divine law independently things certainly future. in order to execute it , God, in

of supernatural grace. This has led many honest op- creation and providence,brings into existence and con

ponents of Calvinism , imperfectly acquainted with Au- trols in action all necessary agents, including some sides

gustinian theological literature, and the usage of tech- of human nature ; but as to free volitions, be simply

nical language which prevails in it , to misunderstand brings the agents into existence and conditions them

altogether the meaning of many of our classical author- according to his plan, and graciously or naturally sup

ities. Calvinists, as they have understood themselves, plies them with the power necessary to will and act as

have always maintained the freedom of the human will, predetermined, and then leaves them freely and contin

and at the same time, and in perfect consistency, have gently to will as he had certainly foreseen they would do.

denied the moral ability of man since the fall to obey Or, as an eminent Calvinistic authority prefers to put it,

God's law without supernatural grace. They have also “ The Calvinistic position is stated with sufficient distinct

always, and with equal consistency, maintained that all ness when it is said that the existing system of things or

events, including the volitions of free agents as well as world -plan was present in the divine mind from all eterni .

those dependent upon necessary causes, have been from ty, and was therefore both foreknown and foreordained . "

eternity certainly future , and that this certain futuri . Thus the Calvinistic doctrine of the foreordination of free

tion bas been determined by the sovereign foreordina- acts, like the Wesleyan doctrine of foreknowledge (which

tion of God. really does not differ from it as much as many suppose ),

But in all these points, except the last , Wesleyans simply involves the previous immutable certainty of the

and Calvinists agree. Different explanations and ad - act, and in no way affects the freedom of the agent or

justments of these great commonplaces of Evangelical the contingency of his act ( Westminster Confession of

Christianity may distinguish them , but, as above gen- Faith , iii ,1 ). It is free in its very essential nature. It

erally stated , they are at one . God did create man with is foreseen that the agent would exercise it if created

a nature holy , antecedent to all action, yet mutable and so conditioned. God makes it certainly future by

(Watson, Institutes, pt. ii , ch. vi and xviii ; and Wesley, his purpose to so create and so place that man. His

as there quoted by Watson ). Man, after his fall, con- creation and providential condition are brought about by

tinues to be a free and responsible moral agent , and yet the efficiency ofGod . His volition, although foreseen to

is morally depraved before individual action, and is un- be certainly future,is his own free spontaneous self -de

able, before regeneration, and without the assistance of termination. Even ifthis explanation should be proved

supernatural grace, to obey the divine law ; and the untrue or absurd, surely a thousand other reconciliations

operation of this grace does no violence to his freedom of these revealed truths may be possible to divine, al

of will ( Methodist Articles, art . viii ; Watson, Institutes, though they should all be impossible to human, reason .

pt. ii , ch . xviii ; and Wesley on Original Sin ). Saints Hence, neither Calvinist nor evangelical Arminian

in glory will be free, yet confirmed in holiness and not can consistently hold a theory of the will involving the

liable to fall into sin (Watson, Institutes, pt. ii, ch . xxix). principles of Pelagianism which both repudiate. And

The free acts of men and angels have always been cer- hence, also, Wesleyans and Calvinists agreeing ( 1 ) that

tainly future to the infinite foreknowledge of God (ibid . God'sforeknowledge proves that all events are certainly

pt. ii, ch . iv). future , and (2) that there can be no foreordination of a

IV. Foreknowledge and Predestination. -- Obviously, human volition in any sense or degree inconsistent with

therefore, the only point at which the essential elements its perfect freedom , have, each of them , in consistency

of the Calvinistic system even appear to bear upon the with the logic of their respective systems, precisely the

nature or conditions of human free agency in a manner same range of choice as to theories of the will as the

different from that in which the essential principles other. Principal William Cunningham incontroverti

of evangelical Arminianism bear upon the same is the bly proves this in essay ix , Reformers and Theology of

point of the divine decrees. Calvinists hold that God the Reformation. That foreknowledge leads to foreor

has from eternity immutably foreknown and foreordain- dination is argued by professor L.D.M.Cabe, D.D., LL.D.,

ed whatsoever comes to pass. Wesleyans hold that in his Chautauqua Address for 1880, and in his work on

God has from eternity immutably foreknown whatso- The Foreknowledge of God ; and hence he proposes to
ever comes to pass. Both equally involve certainty, revolutionize Wesleyan theology by the introduction of

X. - RRR
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events .

the denial of God's foreknowledge of future contingent VI. Psychology of the Subject. — The question as to

the human will and the laws of its action should be in

V. The Edwardean Doctrine . — Edwards wrote against vestigated purely as a psychological, and not as a theo

the Pelagianizing Arminians represented by Whitby, logical, question. In this respect both Edwards and

and in a theological interest, as he supposed. He pro- Whedon have equally erred . The opinion of most

posed to settle forever, by strictly logical process, all the modern theologians, founded purely on psychological

questions at issue. He argued that the act of the will considerations, and independent of all theological bias,

is by a rigid law of causation determined by the strong- is, upon the whole, as follows. Great confusion has

est motive. “ He does not carefully distinguish between been imported into this difficult problem by the usage,

the different usages of the word ' cause ;' he seems to common to both parties, of considering the will as a sep

limit freedom too exclusively to executive volition ; at arate organ or agent, exterior to the reason, affection,

times he implies that the whole causal power, producing desires, conscience, and other faculties of the soul. Con

volition, resides in the motives ; his conception of cau- sciousness affirms that the human soul is an absolute

sation is derived from the sphere of mechanics rather unit, not like the body a system of organs. The whole

than from that of living spontaneous forces; and he is soul is the one organ of all its functions ; the whole

so in earnest in arguing against the self -determining soul (Ego ) thinks, desires, judges,feels ; and the whole

power of the will as to neglect that element of self -de- soul wills. The soul, that is, the person , is an originak

termination which is undeniably found in every person- self-prompted cause, and is the sole and sufficient cause

al act” (Smith [ Dr. Henry B.], in the Amer . Presb. and of all its volitions. In every free volition the soul is

Theol. Review , Jan. 1865). Yet henever intended to deny self - determined only, and had power to the contrary

that essential freedom of choice which is witnessed for in choice. The will, however, is not separate from the

consciousness, and that he conducted his argument with reason , but includes it ; includes all the soul includes ;

consummate power is witnessed to by his most earnest is self -decided by its own contents and its own charac

opponents. He “set up a philosophy of the will which ter; and hence is rational and moral, free and respon

is not consonant with the doctrine that had been held sible.

by the main body of Augustinian theologians. ... The If the problem be pushed further, and we are asked

doctrine of Augustine, however, and the more general to affirm the relation which the previous states of the

doctrine, even , of Calvinistic theologians, the doctrine soul sustain to its volitions, most theologians believe

of Calvin himself, and of the Westminster Assembly's that no satisfactory answer has ever been given. The

creeds, is that a certain liberty of will (ad utrumvis ), or answer of Edwards that the volitions are determined,

the power of contrary choice, had belonged to the first through a rigid law of moral causation, by the preced

man, but had disappeared in the act of transgression, ing state of the soul, or by the strongest motive, appears

which brought his will into bondage to evil. It was to involve the reign within the will of the same law of

the common doctrine, too, that in mankind now, while cause and effect which prevails in the physical uni

the will is enslaved as regards religious obedience, it re- verse ; and this it is difficult to prevent from degener

mains free outside of this province in all civil and secular ating into fatalism . The answer of Whedon that the

concerns. In this wide domain the power of contrary will, independent of the reason , and the affections and

choice still remains" (Fisher [Rev. Prof. George P.], in the conscience can “ project volitions " for the origin

the North American Review, March , 1879). Calvin says, and direction of which no cause or reason whatever

in writing against Pighius, “ If force be opposed to free exists,except the bare power the man has to will any

dom, I acknowledge and will always affirm that there is thing, appears to us to involve pure chance (by exclud

a free will, a will determining itself, and proclaim every ing conscience and reason and personal character and

man who thinks otherwise a heretic. Let the will be content from the will itself ). And chance is only an

called free in this sense, that is, because it is not con- other name for fate. It is better to be satisfied with the

strained or impelled irresistibly from without,but deter- statement of the points in which all agree- ( a ) the free

mines itself by itself ” (Henry, Life of Calvin , transl. by self-determining power of the soul itself in every free

Stebbing, i , 497). Dr. Thomas Reid, the founder of the choice, (b) that in the free acts for which we are moral

Scottish philosophy, was a Calvinistic minister, and in ly responsible we act for reasons, in view of moral con

his Active Powers taught the freedom of the will. Sir siderations,and our personal character is revealed in the

William Hamilton, who was a member of a Calvinistic act—than to insist further upon a rational account of the

Church, and a believer in foreknowledge and foreordi- genesis of each volition and its relation to the antecedent

nation, taught the same ( see his Notes on Reid, and his states of the soul. For hitherto no such account has

Discussions ). Dr. M'Cosh (Divine Government, bk . iii, been permanently regarded as satisfactory by either

ch . i , § 1 and 2) plainly enters his dissent from Edwards, party.

although he regards the problem as to the consistency VII. Literature. — Leibnitz, Essais de Théodicée, etc .;

of the admitted self-determining power of the human Reid, Active Powers, essay iv ; Turretine, Institutio

soul and the universal reign of the law of causation to Theologiæ , locus decimus; Hodge, Systematic Theol

be at present insoluble. Henry P. Tappan has ably oyy, pt. ii,ch. ix ; Edwards, Inquiry on the Freedom of

criticised Edwards in the interest of the " doctrine of a the Will ; Cunningham , Theology of the Reformers, es

self - determined will,” while he remains a consistent say ix ; Hamilton, Notes on Stewart; id. Discussions;

Calvinist, Fisher, Discussions on History and Theology, p. 227–252 ;

There is no doubt that Edwards's celebrated treatise Smith, Review of Whedon on the Will, in the Ameri

is an amazing monument of genius. In certain special can Presbyterian and Theological Review , Jan. 1865 ;

directions its argument has never been answered, and , Day, On the Will; Tappan , Reriew of Edwards's In

as far as can now be seen , never will be. Dr. Whedon's quiry, and The Doctrine of the Will Applied to Moral

new view of the will is a practical testimony to the con- Agency and Responsibility ; Taylor, Moral Government

vincing power of Edwards's logic. His ( Edwards) In- of God ; M'Cosh, Divine Government, bk. iii, ch. i.

finite Series remains a triumphant refutation of the old (A. A.H.)

doctrine of the liberty of indifference. The position of Willard, JOSEPH , D.D., LL.D., a president of Har

the treatise before the public in the present age, how - vard College, brother of Rev. John Willard, D.D. , or

ever, is maintained not by its Calvinistic defenders, but Strafford , Com ., was born in Biddeford, Me., Dec. 29,

by its persistent critics, who attack it because they be- 1738. He was the son of the Rev. Samuel Willard,

lieve it to be the citadel of Calvinistic theology. This minister of that town , and great-grandson of the Rev.

is, and has always been, an entire mistake. Calvinists, Samuel Willard of the Old South Church, Boston, and

as such , are independent of, and indifferent to, the psy- vice- president of Harvard College. Joseph was born

chological theory it advocates, and the fate of the argu- and reared in poverty , but by the aid of others and by

ment on which that theory rests. his own energy he entered Harvard College, and grad
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